
ISOLATION             Competition Picks by Members 

 

 

David Kennedy 1 Moorland Sky 
 2 Eye in the Sky 
 3 Tired of my own Company 
   
Jenny Olivant 1 Isolation Bubble 

The beautiful vibrant colours and the rain drops show us the beauty of nature at this 
difficult time 

 2 Isolation on Harris 
For me this photo sums up the feeling of moody isolation 

 3 Social Distance kiss 
This photo is very poignant and captures the story of the true isolation felt by many. 

   
Mike Olivant 1 Together Apart 

Kind of sums up relationships at the moment and I love the composition and colours. 
 2 Briar Edge Oak 

I really like the simplicity and the isolationist style. (Perhaps  the Oak could have been 
positioned slightly further to the left ?). 

 3 Path to Isolation 
Not overly keen at first but grew on me and now really like it. To me it signifies possible 
temporary escape from Covid and I really like the composition. (Possibly could have 
avoided clipping the branches by getting a little lower?) 

   
Hugh Thompson 1 Together Apart                                       Everything is just right 
 2 A social distance Kiss                             Just perfect for the topic 
 3 Plough fields and scatter                      A striking image with repetition and good                                                                                                                                       

…………………………………………………………light/shade contrast 
   
Richard Greswell 1 Briar Edge Oak 
 2 Drop in ocean   
 3 Coping strategy   
   
Lynn Upton-Roddy 1 Coping Strategy                              Liked the creativity 
 2 Isolation bubble 
 3 Tired of my own company             Very clever use of editing. 
   
Claire Carter 1 Briar Edge Oak 

Fits the theme so well.  A real sense of isolation. Good use of negative space. Just 
enough detail in the snow without it detracting from the simplicity of the scene. Lovely 
shaped tree.  

 2 The Grumps 
Great subject and composition, especially the diagonal, white wall and shadow of the 
pillar. I like the fact it looks so sunny yet they are in winter clothes. His legs apart and 
her knees primly together in her tweed skirt 

   
   
Amanda & Rob 1 A drop in the ocean 

The colours and the way it has been shot is lovely.  It has truly been captured at the 
right time I dread to think how many times it took! 

 2 Isolation bubble 
It wasn’t until I took it to full screen that we saw the person reflecting in the large 
droplet – again lovely image with the colours and no blown out droplets. 

 3 Coping strategy 
This is a strong image the colours, the detail in the cork and the reflection in the wine. 


